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AbstractWe consider a nite section (Galerkin) and a collocation method for Cauchy singularintegral equations on the interval based on weighted Chebyshev polynomials, where thecoecients of the operator are piecewise continuous. Stability conditions are derivedusing Banach algebra techniques, where also the system case is mentioned. With the helpof appropriate Sobolev spaces a result on convergence rates is proved. Computationalaspects are discussed in order to develop an eective algorithm. Numerical results, alsofor a class of nonlinear singular integral equations, are presented.1 IntroductionThe subject of the present paper is the investigation of a collocation methodbased on weighted polynomials for the approximate solution of singular integralequations on ( 1; 1) of the typea(x)u(x) + b(x)i Z 1 1 u(t)t  x dt = f(x); x 2 ( 1; 1); (1.1)where u is the unknown function and a, b, f are given. All functions involved areassumed to be complex-valued.A lot of attention has been paid to investigating polynomial collocation andquadrature methods for this and similar types of equations (see, for example,Prossdorf & Silbermann [14, Chapter 9] and the literature cited there). Theseare essentially based on special mapping properties of the operator A!I , where Adenotes the operator on the left-hand side of (1.1), and ! is a generalized Jacobiweight depending on the coecients a and b ; which are required to satisfy aHolder condition.We are going to give a somewhat dierent approach using weighted polynomialsas ansatz functions. The original equation as well as stability and convergence ofa nite section and a collocation method are considered in the weighted L2-spaceL2( 1; 1) with respect to the Chebyshev weight of rst kind (x) = (1  x2)  12 :For the non-weighted space L2( 1; 1) ; a nite section (Galerkin) method withthe same type of ansatz functions was investigated in Junghanns, Roch & Weber[10]. In Junghanns & Weber [12] a collocation method is considered in L2( 1; 1) ;where (x) belongs to a class of Jacobi weights, but the coecient b is restrictedby b(1) = 0 :There are two essential advantages of, in particular, our collocation method incomparison with the above mentioned polynomial approximation methods usinggeneralized Jacobi weights.1. Also in the case of variable coecients a and b we will always use the same(Chebyshev) collocation points independently of the coecients. This isvery useful if a Newton method for a nonlinear singular integral equationresults in a sequence of linear equations of type (1.1), the coecients ofwhich are dierent in each step. Furthermore, we can admit arbitrary1
piecewise continuous coecients. Such coecients with jumps occur, forexample, when considering seepage problems for channels or dams withcorners (see Junghanns [9]).2. The nite section and the collocation method can be easily generalized tothe case of a system of Cauchy singular integral equations.As a disadvantage of the methods introduced in this paper we will observe that,in general, the unique solvability of the original equation (1.1) is not sucientfor the stability.We will give necessary and sucient conditions for the stability of the proposedapproximation methods using Banach algebra techniques, which have proved tobe an ecient tool in stability analysis (see, for example, Hagen, Roch & Sil-bermann [6], Junghanns, Roch & Weber [10], Junghanns & Silbermann [11],Prossdorf & Silbermann [14], Silbermann [16]). We obtain necessary and su-cient stability conditions in the case of piecewise continuous coecients.In Section 2 we give some notations and dene the numerical methods we aregoing to deal with. Section 3 provides some basic facts on Banach algebra tech-niques we will need for the stability analysis. In Section 4 we assign to thesequences of approximating operators on the interval a sequence of operators onthe unit circle, which enables us to use a lot of known results on nite sectionand collocation methods for Cauchy singular integral operators on the unit cir-cle. In Sections 5 and 6 we derive the main results concerning the stability of thenite section and the collocation method, respectively. In Sections 7 we makesome remarks on the generalization to the system case. Finally, Section 8 is de-voted to the proof of some convergence rates of the methods using appropriateSobolev spaces, and in Section 9 we describe the computer implementation andpresent some numerical results for the collocation method, where we also considernonlinear Cauchy singular integral equations.2 Notations and preliminariesLet (x) = (1 x2)  12 denote the Chebyshev weight of the rst kind. We considerequation (1.1) in the weighted Lebesgue space L2 := L2( 1; 1) of all (classes of)measurable functions u : ( 1; 1)! C for whichkuk2 := Z 1 1 ju(x)j2(x) dxis nite, equipped with the inner producthu; vi := Z 1 1 u(x)v(x)(x) dx;which turns L2 into a Hilbert space. The Cauchy singular integral operatorS : L2  ! L2 dened by(Su)(x) = 1i Z 1 1 u(t)t   x dt (2.1)2
is bounded, i.e. S 2 L(L2) (Gohberg & Krupnik [5], Theorem I.4.1). The co-ecients a, b are assumed to belong to the algebra PC[ 1; 1] of all piecewisecontinuous functions. The latter is dened as the closure (in the space of allbounded functions, equipped with the supremum norm) of the set of those func-tions being continuous on [ 1; 1] with the possible exception of a nite numberof jumps in ( 1; 1), where the value of the function coincides with the left-sidedlimit. For deniteness we agree that a( 1 + 0) = a( 1) for a 2 PC[ 1; 1] :Note that PC-functions possess nite one-sided limits at all points. Under theseassumptions, the operator on the left-hand side of (1.1), which in the followingwill be briey referred to as A := aI + bS, is bounded on L2.Let '(x) = p1  x2 denote the Chebyshev weight of second kind and let Un bethe orthonormal polynomial of degree n (with positive leading coecient) withrespect to the inner product h:; :i', that is hUn; Umi' = mn, where mn is theKronecker symbol. Remember the trigonometric representationUn(cos s) = r 2 sin(n+ 1)ssin s ; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : :Obviously, the multiplication operator 'I is an isometric isomorphism from L2'onto L2 . Thus, the functionseun := 'Un; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (2.2)form an orthonormal basis in L2 , because the same is true for Un in the space L2'.For the approximation method we want to apply to (1.1), the functions (2.2) willbe used as ansatz functions. That means we look for an approximate solution unof equation (1.1) of the formun(x) = n 1Xk=0 kneuk(x) = '(x) n 1Xk=0 knUk(x) :As a rst numerical method we consider a Galerkin method, which is also referredto as the nite section method and where un is the solution ofhf  Aun; euki = 0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1 : (2.3)If we dene the sequence fPng1n=1 of Fourier projections Pn : L2  ! L2 byPnu = n 1Xk=0hu; eukieuk ;then (2.3) is equivalent toAn;P un = Pnf ; (2.4)where An;P := PnAPn : As a further approximation method for equation (1.1) wewill investigate the collocation method(Aun)(x'jn) = f(x'jn) ; j = 1; : : : ; n ; (2.5)3
where x'jn denote the Chebyshev nodes of second kind,x'jn = cos jn+ 1 :Dene the respective Lagrange interpolation operatorL'nf = nXj=1 f(x'jn)l'jn ;wherel'jn(x) = Un(x)(x  x'jn)U 0n(x'jn)are the respective fundamental Lagrange polynomials. Then (2.5) is equivalentto An;Mun = Mnf ; (2.6)where An;M := MnAPn and Mn := 'L'n' 1I : In (2.6) we use the modiedinterpolation operators Mn instead of L'n ; since the image space of Mn is thesame as the image space of Pn ; which is important for our further theoreticalconsiderations concerning stability and convergence of the described collocationmethod.Let fAng ; An 2 L(im Pn) ; be one of the sequences fAn;P g or fAn;Mg : Thesequence fAng is said to be stable, if there is an n0 such thatAn : imPn  ! imPnis invertible for all n  n0 and supA 1n PnL(L2) : n  n0 <1 : Let Rn denoteone of the projections Pn or Mn ; and let Au = f ; Anun = Rnf : Assume thatfAng is stable. Because of the estimationkPnu   unkL2  A 1n PnL2 kAnPnu  RnfkL2and the strong convergence Pn  ! I ; we have that un  ! u in L2 if AnPn  ! Astrongly and Rnf  ! f in L2 : Thus, our main concern is the proof of the sta-bility of the sequence fAng : For this end we will use a Banach algebra techniquedescribed in the following section.3 The Banach algebra techniqueDene Wn : L2  ! L2 byWnu = n 1Xk=0hu; eun 1 kieuk :Then Wn = W n converges weakly to 0 : Moreover, WnPn = Wn and W 2n = Pn :By A we denote the unital Banach algebra of all sequences fAng ; An : imPn  !imPn ; for which AnPn ; AnPn ; eAnPn with eAn :=WnAnWn ; and eAnPn convergestrongly, equipped with componentwise algebraic operations and the normkfAngkA := supnkAnPnkL(L2) : n = 1; 2; : : :o4
(comp., for example, Prossdorf & Silbermann [14, p. 268]). The setI := nfPnK1Pn +WnK2Wn + Cng : Ki 2 K(L2); kCnkL(L2)  ! 0o ;where K(L2) denotes the ideal in L(L2) of all compact operators, is a two-sidedclosed ideal in A (Silbermann [16, Prop. 2], Prossdorf & Silbermann [14, Prop.7.6]). Thus, the quotient algebra A=I is again a Banach algebra. If B is a Banachalgebra then by GB we denote the subset of all invertible elements of B : Now,the following theorem is fundamental for our investigations.Theorem 3.1 ([16], Prop. 3, [14], Theorem 7.7) If the sequence fAng be-longs to A ; where An  ! A and eAn  ! eA strongly, then fAng is stable if andonly if A; eA 2 GL(L2) and fAng+ I 2 G(A=I) :We will investigate the invertibility of the coset fAng + I with the help of thefollowing local principle of Gohberg and Krupnik. Let B be a unital Banachalgebra. A subset M  B is called a localizing class if 0 62 M and if for all a1,a2 2M there exists an element a 2 M such thataaj = aja = a for j = 1; 2:In the following let M be a localizing class. Two elements x, y 2 B are calledM-equivalent (in symbols: xM y), ifinfa2M ka(x  y)k = infa2M k(x  y)ak = 0:Further, x 2 B is called M-invertible if there exist a1, a2 2 M, z1, z2 2 B suchthat z1xa1 = a1; a2xz2 = a2:(Note that an invertible element is also M-invertible.) A system fMg2
 oflocalizing classes (
 is an arbitrary index set) is said to be covering if for eachsystem fag2
, a 2 M , there exists a nite subsystem a1 ; : : : ; an such thata1 +   + an is invertible in the algebra B.Theorem 3.2 ([5], Theorem XII.1.1) Let B be a unital Banach algebra,fMg2
 a covering system of localizing classes in B, x 2 B and xM x for all 2 
. Further, assume that x commutes with all elements from [2
M . Thenx is invertible in B if and only if x is M -invertible for all  2 
.4 Associated operator sequences on the unit circleIn this section we introduce two mappings J : L2  ! L2(T) and F : L2  !L2(T) ; where L2(T) is the Hilbert space of square integrable (complex-valued)functions on the unit circle T := ft 2 C : jtj = 1g with the inner producthf; gi := 12 Z   f(eis)g(eis)ds : 5
These mappings will help us to associate an appropriate sequence fATn g to ouroriginal sequence fAng in order to study the properties of fAng with the helpof partial results concerning nite section and collocation methods for singularintegral equations on the unit circle (see Hagen, Roch & Silbermann [6, Chapt.s4 and 6], Prossdorf & Silbermann [14, Chapt. 7], and Roch [15]).Let en(t) = tn ; n = 0;1;2; : : : ; t 2 T : Then, feng 1n= 1 forms an orthonormalbasis in L2(T) :The operators J : L2  ! L2(T) and F : L2  ! L2(T) are denedby Ju = 1Xn=0hu; eunien and Fu = 1p2i 1Xn=0hu; euni(en+1   e n 1) ;respectively. It is easily seen that J : L2  ! H2(T) and F : L2  ! L2odd(T)are isometric isomorphisms, where H2(T) := ff 2 L2(T) : hf; e ni = 0 ; n =1; 2; : : :g is the Hardy space and L2odd(T) := clos spanfen   e n : n = 1; 2; : : :gthe subspace of L2(T) of "odd" functions. Moreover, because of(Fu)(eis) = p2 1Xn=0hu; euni sin(n+ 1)s = p 1Xn=0hu; eunieun(cos s)= pu(cos s) ;0 < s <  ; the relation(Fu)(t) = p (t) u(< t) ;is true, where(t) = 8>><>>: 1 ; = t > 0 ; 1 ; = t < 0 ;0 ; t = 1 : (4.1)Of course, at this place we could give (1) other values. But, in particular forthe investigation of the collocation method, we need exactly the above denitionof (t) :Dene the Fourier projections PTn : L2(T)  ! L2(T) byPTn f = nXk= n 1hf; ekiekand the operators WTn : L2(T)  ! L2(T) byWTn f = nXk=0hf; en kiek +  1Xk= n 1hf; e n 2 kiek :The Multhopp interpolation operator MTn can be dened byMTn f = nXk= n 1mkn(f) ek ; 6
wheremkn(f) = 12n+ 2 nXj= n 1 f(tMjn) (tMjn) kand tMjn = exp ijn+ 1 ; j =  n  1; : : : ; n : Note that(MTn f)(tMjn) = f(tMjn) ; j =  n  1; : : : ; n : (4.2)Let n := exp in + 1 : Then tMkn = kn ; k =  n   1; : : : ; n ; and it follows, for0 < jmj  2n+ 1 ;nXk= n 1(tMkn)m = nXk= n 1 kmn = (mn ) n 1 2n+1Xk=0 (mn )k= (mn ) n 1 1  (mn )2n+21  mn = 0 :This provesnXk= n 1(tMkn)m = 2(n+ 1)0m for m =  2n  1; : : : ; 2n+ 1 : (4.3)An immediate consequence of (4.3) is the interpolation property (4.2). Moreover,with the help of (4.3) one can prove that, for each bounded and measurablefunction a : T  ! C (comp. Junghanns & Silbermann [11, Lemma 2.2] orProssdorf & Silbermann [14, 7.3(b)]),MTn apnL2(T)  kak1 kpnkL2(T) for all pn 2 im PTn ; (4.4)where kak1 := supfja(t)j : t 2 Tg : Finally, let us remark thatlimn!1 MTn f   fL2(T) = 0for all bounded Riemann integrable functions f : T  ! C :As usually, together with the singular integral operator ST : L2(T)  ! L2(T)given by(STu) (t) = 1i ZT u()   t d ;we consider the projections PT := 12(I + ST) and QT := 12(I   ST) : RememberthatSTu = 1Xn=0hu; enien    1Xn= 1hu; enien ;which implies S2T = I andPTu = 1Xn=0hu; enien and QTu =  1Xn= 1hu; enien :7
For a function a : [ 1; 1]  ! C we dene ba : T  ! C by the formula ba(eis) :=a(cos s) : If u 2 L2 then(Fau)(eis) = p(eis)a(coss)u(cos s) = ba(eis)(Fu)(eis) ;which implies that the multiplication operator aI : L2  ! L2 can be representedas(A) aI = F 1baF ;where F 1 denotes the inverse mapping of F : L2  ! L2odd(T) : Note(F 1f)(coss) = 1p f(eis) ; 0 < s <  : It can be easily checked that(B) Pn = F 1PTn FPn :Since (for u : [ 1; 1]  ! C) MTn Fu 2 L2odd(T) \ im PTn and, for j = 1; : : : ; n ;(MTn Fu)(tMjn) = (Fu)(tMjn) = pu(x'jn) ; it follows F 1MTn Fu 2 im Pn and(F 1MTn Fu)(x'jn) = u(x'jn) : This implies(C) Mn = F 1MTn F :Now, let us look for the associated operator to the Cauchy singular integraloperator S 2 L(L2) : Remember the well-known relation1 Z 1 1 Un(y)y   xq1  y2 dy =  Tn+1(x) ;  1 < x < 1 ; n = 0; 1; : : : ; (4.5)where Tn(x) denotes the normed Chebyshev polynomial of rst kind with thetrigonometric representationT0 = 1p ; Tn(cos s) = r 2 cosns ; n = 1; 2; : : :Consequently,Seun = iTn+1 and (FSeun)(eis) = p2i (eis) cos(n+ 1)s :Otherwise, we have(STF eun)(eis) = 1p2i (ST(en+1   e n 1)) (eis) = 1p2i ei(n+1)s + e i(n+1)s ;which equals  p2i cos(n+ 1)s : It follows(D) S =  F 1STF .Taking into accounte1WTn FPnu = 1p2i e1 n 1Xk=0hu; euki(en k 1   e n+k 1) = FWnu8
we obtain(E) Wn = F 1e1WTn FPnand, analogously,(F) Wn = F 1WTn e 1FPn :For the proof of the following lemma we refer to Junghanns & Silbermann [11,Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.7, and Theorem 2.3] and Prossdorf & Silbermann [14,Theorem 7.17, Corollary 7.18, and Theorem 7.19]. For a : T ! C we deneea := a(t), and by PC(T) we denote the set of all piecewise continuous functionsa : T ! C that are continuous from the left, that is, a(t  0) = a(t) for all t 2 T.Lemma 4.1 Assume that a and b are bounded Riemann integrable functions.(a) Then the strong convergencesMTn (aPT + bQT)PTn  ! aPT + bQT ;and WTn MTn (aPT + bQT)WTn  ! eaPT + ebQThold true. Moreover, the strong limits of the respective sequences of theadjoint operators exist.(b) For any continuous function f : T  ! C there exist compact operatorsK1; K2 2 K(L2(T)) such thatMTn fPTn MTn (aPT + bQT)PTn  MTn (aPT + bQT)PTn MTn fPTn= PTn K1PTn + PTn K2PTn + Cnand limn!1 kCnkL(L2(T)) = 0 :(c) For a; b 2 PC(T) the sequence fMTn (aPT + bQT)PTn g is stable if and onlyif aPT + bQT 2 GL(L2(T)) :Using the relations (A), (B), (C), and (D) we can write the operators An;M inthe form An;M = F 1ATn;MFPn ; where ATn;M = MTn ATPTn and AT = baI bbST :Remark 4.2 We point out that for the validity of this transformation it is es-sential to dene  just the way we did in (4.1). Hence,  is not an element ofPC(T) in the sense of the above denition, and Lemma 4.1(c) does not ap-ply. Consider for instance A = S 2 L(L2), which is not invertible. ThenfAn;Mg = f F 1MTn STPTn FPng is not stable. If we, however, modied thefunction  in 1 to obtain the function % 2 PC(T),%(eis) = 8<: 1 ; 0 < s   ; 1 ;  < s  2 ; 9
we would arrive at fMTn %STPTn g which is stable due to Lemma 4.1(c). (The in-verses are fSTMTn %PTn g.) This shows that one cannot simply reduce the stabilityof fAn;Mg to the conditions of this lemma. The transformation to the unit circlecan merely be employed as an auxiliary tool in the local theory based on Theorem3.1 and the local principle.As a consequence of Lemma 4.1(a) the sequence fAn;Mg belongs to the algebraA ; where s   limAn;M = A : Indeed, the following proposition holds true.Proposition 4.3 Let the coecients a; b be bounded and Riemann integrable.Then, the strong limit of the operator sequence fWnAn;MWng exists and is equalto eAM ; whereeAM = aI   bS :Proof. With the help of (E), (F), and Lemma 4.1(a) we getWnMn(aI + bS)Wn = F 1e1WTn MTn (baI   bbST)WTn e 1FPn ! F 1e1(ebaI   ebbeST)e 1F = aI   bStaking into account eba = ba ; e =   ; and e1STe 1F = STF :For a 2 L1(T) ; the Toeplitz operator T (a) : H2(T)  ! H2(T) and the Hankeloperator H(a) :H2(T)  ! H2(T) are dened byT (a) := PTaPT and H(a) := PTae 1WTPT ;respectively, where the operator WT : L2(T)  ! L2(T) is given by (WTf)(t) :=f(t) : Note that J = e 1PTF and J 1 = F 1(I  WT)PTe1 : Since baFu 2 im Ffor all u 2 L2 we getF 1baF = F 1(I  WT)PTba(PT +QT)F= F 1(I  WT)PTe1(PTbae 1PT + PTbae 1QT)F= F 1(I  WT)PTe1(PTbaPTe 1PT   PTbae 1WTPT)F= F 1(I  WT)PTe1(PTbaPT   PTbae 1e 1WTPT)e 1PTF :Thus, in view of (A)(G) aI = J 1 [T (ba) H(bae 1)]J :Analogously, we obtainF 1STF = F 1(I  WT)PT(PT  QT)F= F 1(I  WT)PTe1(PTe 1PT   PTe 1QT)F= F 1(I  WT)PTe1(PTPT + PTe 1e 1WT)e 1PTF10
and, taking into account (D),(H) S =  J 1 [T () +H(e 1)]J :If we assign to the sequence fAn;P g the sequence fATn;P g ; whereATn;P := PTn (JAJ 1PT + QT)PTn ;then we can make the following observation.Lemma 4.4 The sequence fAn;P g is stable if and only if the sequence fATn;P g isstable.Proof. >From BPT + QT = (I + QTBPT)(PTBPT + QT) ; B 2 L(L2(T)) ;it follows that ATn;P is invertible in im PTn if and only if PTPTn JAJ 1PTn PT =J 1PnAPnJ is invertible in (im PTn ) \ H2(T) or, which is the same, if An;P isinvertible in im Pn : Moreover, it holds (ATn;P ) 1 = JA 1n;PPnJ 1 +QTPTn ; whichalso yields the equivalence of the uniform boundedness of the inverses.5 Stability of the nite section methodTo get necessary and sucient conditions for the stability of the nite sectionmethod we will apply a general result on a nite section method for operatorsB 2 L(L2(T)) formulated in the following proposition.By C we denote the smallest closed subalgebra of the algebra of all boundedsequences fBng1n=1 ; Bn 2 L(L2(T)) ; (equipped with component-wise algebraicoperations and the supremum norm) containing the constant sequences fPTg ;fe 1WTg ; and faIg for a 2 PC(T) ; as well as the sequences fPTkng for everypositive integer k : Furthermore, dene the operator W : L2(R)  ! L2(R) by(Wf)(t) = f( t) and let ; denote the characteristic function of the (boundedor unbounded) interval (; ) : For the generating elements of the algebra C wedene the mappings Wt ; t 2 T ; =t  0 ; and W l ; l = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; in the followingway:WtfPTg = 8>>>><>>>: 0;1I ; t = 1 ;24 0;1I 00  1;0I 35 ; =t > 0 ;W lfPTg = 8>>>><>>>>: PT ; l = 0 ;24 I 00 0 35 ; l > 0 ;11
WtfPTkng = 8>>><>>>>:  k;kI ; t = 1 ;24  k;kI 00  k;kI 35 ; =t > 0 ;W lfPTkng = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
I ; l = 0 ;24 I 00 I 35 ; 0 < l < k ;24 QT 00 QT 35 ; l = k ;24 0 00 0 35 ; l > k ;WtfaIg = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>>: a(t + 0)QR + a(t  0)PR ; t = 1 ;24 a(t+ 0)QR + a(t   0)PR 00 ea(t+ 0)QR + ea(t  0)PR 35 ;=t > 0 ;W lfaIg = 8>>>><>>>>: aI ; l = 0 ;24 aI 00 eaI 35 ; l > 0 ;Wtfe 1WTg = 8>>>><>>>: W ; t = 1 ;24 0 II 0 35 ; =t > 0 ;W lfe 1WTg = 8>>>><>>>: e 1WT ; l = 0 ;24 0 II 0 35 ; l > 0 :12
Here, PR andQR are the projections PR := 12(I+SR) and QR := 12(I SR) ;whereSR denotes the Cauchy singular integral operator on the real line, (SRf)(x) :=1i Z 1 1 f(y)y   x dy :Proposition 5.1 ([15] or [6], Chaps. 4,6) The mappings Wt and W l can beextended to continuous *-homomorphisms Wt : C  ! L(L2(R)) for t = 1 ;W 0 : C  ! L(L2(T)) and Wt : C  ! L(L2(R)  L2(R)) for =t > 0 ; W l :C  ! L(L2(T)  L2(T)) for l = 1; 2; : : : The sequence fBng of nite sectionsBn = PTn BPTn +QTn with B 2 L(L2(T)) and fBng 2 C ; where QTn := I   PTn ; isstable if and only if all operators WtfBng ; =t  0 ; and W lfBng ; l = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;are invertible.Taking into account Lemma 4.4 as well as (G) and (H) we can apply the lastproposition to B = JAJ 1PT + QT withJAJ 1 = T (ba) H(bae 1)  [T (bb) H(bbe 1)] [T () +H(e 1)]and a; b 2 PC[ 1; 1] :For this end we determine the respective operatorsWtfBngand W lfBng :At rst, for f; g 2 PC(T) ; we directly computeW lfPTn T (f)PTn g = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: T (f) ; l = 0 ;24 QTfQT 00 0 35 ; l = 1 ;24 0 00 0 35 ; l > 1 ;W lfPTn H(f)PTn g = 8>>><>>>>: H(f) ; l = 0 ;24 0 00 0 35 ; l > 0 ;and W lfPTn [T (f) H(f)] [T (g)+H(g)]PTn g13
= 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: [T (f) H(f)] [T (g)+H(g)] ; l = 0 ;24 QTfgQT 00 0 35 ; l = 1 ;24 0 00 0 35 ; l > 1 ;It followsW lfBng = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: JAJ 1PT + QT ; l = 0 ;24 QT(ba  bb)QT + PT 00 I 35 ; l = 1 ;24 I 00 I 35 ; l > 1 : (5.1)SinceW1fT (ba) H(bae 1)g = a(1)0;1Iand W1fT () +H(e 1)g = 0;1SR(I +W )0;1we getW1fBng = 0;1 [a(1) b(1)SR(I +W )]0;1I + Rn(0;1)I : (5.2)For =t > 0 ; x = <t ; and Ta := a(x  0)QR + a(x+ 0)PR ; we haveWtfT (ba)g = 24 0;1Ta0;1I 00  1;0Ta 1;0I 35 ;WtfH(bae 1)g = 24 0 t 10;1Ta 1;0It 1;0Ta0;1I 0 35 ;WtfT ()g = 24 0;1 00   1;0 35 and WtfT (ba)g = 24 0 00 0 35 :Consequently, for =t > 0 ;WtfBng = 24 0;1Tc 0;1I  t 10;1Tc+ 1;0I t 1;0Tc 0;1I  1;0Tc+ 1;0I 35 (5.3)+24 Rn(0;1) 00 Rn( 1;0) 3514
with c := a b : Now, we are able to prove the following theorem.Theorem 5.2 The nite section method is stable if and only if the following fourconditions are satised:(a) The operator A : L2  ! L2 is invertible.(b) The operator (ba  bb)PT + QT : L2(T)  ! L2(T) is invertible.(c) The point 0 lies outside the half-circle, which is formed by the segment[c+(1); c (1)] and the half-circle line from c (1) to c+(1) that lies to theleft of the line from c (1) to c+(1) ; and outside the the half-circle, which isformed by the segment [c ( 1); c+( 1)] and the half-circle line from c+( 1)to c ( 1) that lies to the left of the line from c+( 1) to c ( 1) :(d) For every x 2 ( 1; 1) ; the point 0 lies outside the triangle, which is formedby the points c (x+ 0)c (x  0) ; c+(x+ 0)c+(x  0) ; and 1 :Proof. We apply Proposition 5.1 together with Lemma 4.4. Thus, we haveto show that the invertibility of the operators W lfBng and WtfBng from (5.1),(5.2), and (5.3) is equivalent to the conditions (a)-(d) of the theorem.Obviously, W 0fBng = JAJ 1PT + QT is invertible if and only if A is in-vertible. Also the equivalence of the invertibility of W 1fBng and condition(b) is easy to see. Now, let c0 := a(1) and c1 := b(1) : Then, W1fBng =0;1 [c0 + c1SR(I +W )]0;1I + Rn(0;1)I is invertible if and only if0;1 [c0 + c1SR(I +W )]0;1I : L2(0; 1)  ! L2(0; 1)is invertible. This operator can be written in the formc0I + c1 S(0;1)  N ; (5.4)where (S(0;1)u)(x) = 1i Z 10 u(y)y   x dy is a Cauchy singular integral operator and(Nu)(x) = 1i Z 10 u(y)y + x dy is a singular integral operator with a xed singularity.Following Duduchava [3, Sect. 8] we assign to the operator (5.4) the symbola(t; ) = 8>>><>>>: c0 + c1tanh t+ icosh t ;  1  t  1 ;  =  1 ;c0   c1 tanh ; t =1 ;  1    1 ;which can also be written asa(; ) = 8>><>>: c0 + c1( + ip1  2) ;  1    1 ;  =  1 ;c0   c1 ;  = 1 ;  1    1 : (5.5)15
The image fa(; 1) :  1    1g [ fa(1; ) :  1    1g of the symbolconsists of a half-circle line from c0  c1 to c0+ c1 and the diameter from c0+ c1to c0   c1 : Thus, by Duduchava [3, Theor. 8.1] the operator (5.4) is invertible ifand only if the rst part of condition (c) is fullled. Analogously, the invertibilityof W 1fBng is equivalent to the second part of condition (c).The equivalence of the invertibility ofWtfBng from (5.3) for all t 2 T with =t > 0and of condition (d) was proved in Junghanns, Roch & Weber [10, Lemma 3.6].6 The stability of the collocation methodTo prove the stability of the collocation method (2.5) we apply Theorem 3.1.Having shown that the sequence fAn;Mg = fMn(aI + bS)Png belongs to thealgebra A described in Section 3 and having computed eA = aI   bS (cf. Prop.4.3), we are left with investigating the invertibility of the coset fAn;Mg+I 2 A=I ;which will be done by the local principle of Gohberg and Krupnik (cf. Theorem3.2).For  2 [ 1; 1] letm := ff 2 C[ 1; 1] : 0  f(x)  1 ; f(x) 1 in some neighbourhood of gand deneM := ffMnfPng+ I : f 2 mg:Lemma 6.1 fMg2[ 1;1] is a covering system of localizing classes in A=I. If aand b are bounded and Riemann integrable functions then the coset fAn;Mg+ Icommutes with all elements of [2[ 1;1]M :Proof. For the proof of the rst part of the lemma compare the proof of Jung-hanns & Silbermann [11, Lemma 2.6]. Let f 2m : With the help of (A)-(F) andLemma 4.1(b) we obtainMnfPnMn(aI + bS)Pn  Mn(aI + bS)PnMnfPn= F 1 hMTn bfPTn MTn (baI   bbST)PTn  MTn (baI   bbST)PTn MTn bfPTn iFPn= PnF 1T (PTn K1PTn +WTn K2WTn + Cn)FPnwith K1; K2 2 K(L2(T)) ; limn!1 kCnkL(L2(T)) = 0 ; and the projection T :L2(T)  ! L2(T) ; (Tg)(t) = 12 [g(t)   g(t)] : (We insert the projection T to beable to consider the three summands individually, since it is not guaranteed thateach summand inside the parentheses maps imF into imF :) If we use the relationsPnF 1TPTn = PnF 1T and PnF 1TWTn = WnF 1T (e1PT + QTe1I) as well as(B) and (E), we see thatfPnF 1T (PTn K1PTn +WTn K2WTn + Cn)FPng16
= fPnF 1TK1FPn +WnF 1T (e1PT +QTe1I)K2e 1FWn + PnF 1TCnFPng ;which is obviously an element of I :Now we are able to give local representatives for fAn;Mg + I ; where we assumethat the coecients a and b of A are piecewise continuous.Lemma 6.2 Let  2 [ 1; 1] and a; a ; b; b 2 PC[ 1; 1] such thata (  0) = a(  0) and b(  0) = b(  0) :ThenfMn(a I + bS)Png+ I M fMn(aI + bS)Png+ I :Proof. Let f 2 m : By MnfMngI = MnfgI ; (A)-(D), and (4.4) we havekfMnfPngfMn[(a  a)I + (b  b)S]Png+ IkA=I supn F 1MTn h bf(ba  ca)I + bf(bb  bb)STiPTn FPnL(L2) kf(a  a )k1 + kf(b  b)k1(kgk1 = supfjg(x)j : x 2 [ 1; 1]g for a function g : [ 1; 1]  ! C), which canbe made arbitrarily small by a suitable choice of f : Thus, taking into accountLemma 6.1, the assertion is proved.Lemma 6.3 Assume that a; b 2 PC[ 1; 1] and that A = aI + bS and eAM =aI   bS are invertible in L2 : Then ja( 1)j > jb( 1)j and ja(1)j > jb(1)j :Proof. The invertibility of A in L2 implies a(x  0) + b(x 0) 6= 0 and a(x 0)  b(x 0) 6= 0 for all x 2 [ 1; 1] as well as c(x; ) 6= 0 ; x 2 [ 1; 1] ;  2 [0; 1] ;wherec(x; ) := 8>>>>><>>>>: c(x  0)+ c(x+ 0)(1  ) ;  2 [0; 1] ; x 2 ( 1; 1) ;c(1)[1  f()] + f() ;  2 [0; 1] ; x = 1 ;1  f() + c( 1)f() ;  2 [0; 1] ; x =  1 ; (6.1)c(x) = a(x) + b(x)a(x)  b(x) ; and f() = sin 2 exp i(  1)2  :Note that z1[1 f()]+z2f() ;  2 [0; 1] ; describes the half-circle line from z1 to z2 that lies to the rightof the straight line from z1 to z2 : Thus, the image of c(x; ) is a closed curve inthe complex plane, which possesses a natural orientation, and by wind c(x; ) wedenote the winding number of this curve with respect to the origin 0 : Then, theinvertibility of A implies wind c(x; ) = 0 (cf. Gohberg & Krupnik [5, Theorem17
IX.4.1]). Since eAM is also assumed to be invertible in L2 ; analogous relationshold for d(x) := 1=c(x) instead of c(x) :We will show now that under the assumptions of the lemma both c(1) and c( 1)are located in the right half plane, from which the assertion of the lemma followsimmediately. Evidently, the real parts of c(1) and c( 1) cannot vanish because ofc(1; ) 6= 0 ;  2 [0; 1] : Consider for instance the case <c(1) < 0 ; <c( 1) > 0 :By arg we denote a continuous branch of the argument dened on fc(x; ) : 1 < x < 1 ;  2 [0; 1]g [ fc( 1); c(1)g : Let c(1) = jc(1)j exp(i) ; c( 1) =jc( 1)j exp(i) ; 0   < 2 : Then the argument increase of the closed curvedescribed by c(x; ) equals 2 + +arg c(1)  argc( 1) ; which must be zero.On the other hand, the argument increase of d(x; ) is   arg c(1)+arg c( 1) =2 in contradiction to the invertibility of eAM : All other cases can be treatedanalogously.Now we are able to prove the following theorem on the stability of the collocationmethod.Theorem 6.4 For piecewise continuous coecients a and b ; the collocationmethod (2.5) is stable in L2 if and only if the operators aI  bS are invertible inL2 :Proof. Due to Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.3, we only have to consider theinvertibility of the coset fAn;Mg + I in A=I : First, let  2 ( 1; 1) : We choosea ; b 2 PC[ 1; 1] such that a (0) = a(0) ; b(0) = b(0) ; b(1) = 0 ;and a I  bS are invertible in L2 : If c (x; ) is dened via (6.1) with a ; binstead of a; b ; then (because of b(1) = 0) c (1; )  1 ;  2 [0; 1] : This leadsto the invertibility of AT := caI   bbST in L2(T) : Lemma 4.1(c) shows thatthe sequence fMTn AT PTn g is stable in L2(T) ; which means that there exists asequence BTn; 2 L(imPTn ) such that BTn;MTn AT PTn = PTn for all suciently largen and BTn;PTn L(L2(T))  const : Now we put Bn := F 1TBTn;FPn : Becauseof Lemma 6.2 fAn;Mg+ I with An;M := Mn(aI + bS)Pn is an M -equivalentlocal representative of fAn;Mg+ I : Using (A)-(D) we obtainBnAn;M = F 1TBTn;FPnF 1MTn AT PTn FPn = Pnfor all suciently large n : Moreover, kBnPnkL(L2)  BTn;PTn L(L2(T))  const :For  = 1 ; we choose An;M = Mn[a(1)I + b(1)S]Pn : In this case, thestability of fMTn [a(1)I b(1)ST]PTn g is easily seen by Lemma 6.3 and relation(4.4). Thus, the local principle of Gohberg and Krupnik (Theorem 3.2) yieldsthe invertibility of the coset fAn;Mg+ I :7 The system caseOne of the advantages of our collocation method based on weighted polynomialsis the fact that it can be easily generalized to the system case, that is, to problems18
of the formkXj=1(aijI + bijS)uj = fi; i = 1; : : : ; k; (7.1)where aij , bij 2 PC[ 1; 1] and fi 2 L2 are given functions and the functionsuj (j = 1; : : : ; n) are unknown. The usual polynomial approximation methodsbased on certain mapping properties of weighted singular integral operators withrespect to orthogonal polynomials are not suitable for this kind of problems ifthe matrices (aij); (bij) are not diagonal.To avoid technical diculties, we will restrict ourselves to deriving a stabilityresult for the case of piecewise continuous coecients under the additional as-sumption that bij(1) = 0 for all i; j.Let k > 1 be an integer. By (L2)k denote the cross product of k copies of thespace L2 , equipped with the inner producthu ; v i := kXj=1huj ; vji ;where u = (uj)kj=1, v = (vj)kj=1 2 (L2)k. By PCkk [ 1; 1] we denote the setof all k  k-matrices with entries from PC[ 1; 1] : By S we denote the diagonaloperator (ijS)ki;j=1 2 L((L2)k). Analogously, P n,M n, W n etc. are dened. WehaveimP n = spanf~u jm : j = 0; : : : ; n  1; m = 1; : : : ; kg ;where ~u jm = (imeuj)ki=1. Thus, we can write (7.1) in the form(a I + bS )u = f(a ; b ;2 PCkk , f 2 (L2)k given, u 2 (L2)k unknown), and we will consider thecollocation methodM n(a I + bS )P nu n = M nf ; u n 2 imP n ;for its approximate solution.The algebra A and the ideal I as well as the associated operator sequences onthe unit circle are dened analogously to the scalar case using the mapping F :=(ijF )ki;j=1 : (L2)k ! (L2(T))k : Beside the algebra A and the ideal I we alsoconsider the respective algebra AT with the ideal IT constructed in the sameway with P Tn and W Tn instead of P n and W n ; respectively. From the proof ofJunghanns & Silbermann [11, Theorem 3.1] one can verify the following result.Lemma 7.1 Let c ; d 2 PCkk(T) and AT := c I + dS T : (L2(T))k  !(L2(T))k be a -operator. Then the coset fM TnATP Tn g + IT is invertible inAT=IT : 19
Now we are in a position to prove the necessary and sucient stability result.Theorem 7.2 Let a ; b 2 PCkk [ 1; 1] ; b (1) = 0 ; A = a I + bS : Thenthe sequence fAng = fM nAP ng is stable if and only if the operators A andeA = a I   bS are invertible in (L2)k :Proof. In the same way as in the scalar case one can show that M nAP n andW nM nAW n converge strongly to A and eA ; respectively. Thus, as in the proofof Theorem 6.4, we only have to show that the two invertibility conditions implythe invertibility of the coset fAng+ I : At rst we observe that A = F  1ATF ;where AT = c I + dS T with c = ba ; d = bb : Since c and d are continuousin 1 (because of b (1) = 0), the invertibility of A and eA implies that AT is a-operator (see Michlin & Prossdorf [13, Theorem 6.1]). By Lemma 7.1 we havethe invertibility of the coset fM TnATP Tn g+IT ; from which we can conclude theinvertibility of fAng+ I :8 Weighted Sobolev spaces and convergence ratesThe aim of this section is to introduce an appropriate scale of Sobolev spacesand to study the mapping properties of the Cauchy singular integral operatorinvolved in equation (1.1) in order to give a convergence rate for the error ofthe collocation method. (For the nite section method, the considerations areanalogous.)How to dene these Sobolev spaces is suggested by the orthonormal system feungin L2 ; which we use as ansatz functions for the considered approximation meth-ods. Thus, analogously to Berthold, Hoppe & Silbermann [1] we deneeL2;s := 8<:u 2 L2 : kuks; :=  1Xn=0(1 + n)2sjhu; eunij2! 12 <19=;for all s  0 : Sincehu; euni = hu; Uni' (8.1)we have kuks; = kuk';s ; whereL2';s := 8<:v 2 L2' : kvk';s :=  1Xn=0(1 + n)2sjhv; Uni'j2! 12 <19=;is a special case of the Sobolev spaces studied in Berthold, Hoppe & Silbermann[1]. This means that the multiplication operator I : eL2;s  ! L2';s is an isometricisomorphism. Relation (4.5) shows thatS : eL2;s  ! L2;s is continuous for all s  0 ; (8.2)where L2;s is dened in the same way as L2';s with the weight  instead of ' andthe polynomials Tn instead of Un : Thus, to nd sucient conditions on a and b20
such that A = aI + bS belongs to L(eL2;s) ; we have to study the multiplicationoperators aI : eL2;s  ! eL2;s and bI : L2;s ! eL2;s : At rst we remember that, forany integer r  0 ; the norm kuk;r is equivalent tokuk;(r) := rXk=0 'ku(k)(Berthold, Hoppe & Silbermann [1, pp. 196,197]) and that aI 2 L(L2';s) ; 0  s r ; if 'ka(k) 2 L1( 1; 1) ; k = 0; : : : ; r (Junghanns [8, Lemma 3.5]).Lemma 8.1 Let r  0 be an integer. If 'ka(k) 2 L1( 1; 1) and 'k+1(b)(k) 2L1( 1; 1) ; k = 0; : : : ; r ; then aI 2 L(eL2;s) and bI 2 L(L2;s; eL2;s) ; 0  s  r :Proof. From kauks; = kauk';s and kuks; = kuk';s one can see that aI 2L(eL2;s) if and only if aI 2 L(L2';s) : The second assertion follows fromkbukr; = kbuk';r rXk=0 'k(bu)(k)' = rXk=0 'k+1(bu)(k) rXk=0 kXj=0 kj!'j+1(b)(j)1 'k ju(k j) const rXk=0 kXj=0 kj!'j+1(b)(j)1 kuk;rand the interpolation property of the Sobolev spaces (comp. Junghanns [8, Re-mark 1.5]).Lemma 8.2 For s  0 and f 2 eL2;s the following assertions hold:(a) limn!1 kf   Pnfks; = 0 ;(b) kf   Pnfkt;  (1 + n)t s kfks; ; 0  t  s ;(c) kPnfkt;  nt s kfks; ; t  s ;(d) limn!1 kf  Mnfks; = 0 if s > 12 ;(e) kf  Mnfkt;  constnt s kfks; ; 0  t  s ; s > 12 :Proof. Dene, for u 2 L2' ; P'n u = n 1Xk=0hu; Uki'Uk : Then, in view of (8.1),Pn = 'P'n  : Since also Mn is dened as Mn = 'L'n ; the assertions (a)-(e) areimmediate consequences of the respective properties of P'n and L'n in the scaleL2';s ; s  0 (Berthold, Hoppe & Silbermann [1, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.4]).21
Theorem 8.3 Assume that 12 < s < r ; r an integer, and that 'ka(k);'k+1(b)(k) 2 L1( 1; 1) ; k = 0; : : : ; r : If the collocation method (2.5) is sta-ble and if the solution u of equation (1.1) belongs to eL2;s ; thenkun   ukt;  constnt s kuks; ; 0  t  s ;where un 2 im Pn is the solution of (2.5).Proof. Since fAn;Mg is assumed to be stable we have, in view of Lemma8.2(c),(e),kPnu   unkt;  nt kPnu   unk constnt kAn;MPnu  Mnfk= constnt kMnA(Pnu   u)k constnt (k(Mn   I)A(Pnu   u)k + kA(Pnu   u)k) constnt n s kA(Pnu   u)ks; + kPnu   uk :By Lemma 8.1 and (8.2) A 2 L(eL2;s) : Thus, taking into account Lemma 8.2(b),the assertion follows.9 Implementation of the collocation method andnumerical resultsA suitable implementation of the collocation method enables us to solve theresulting system of linear equations with a fast algorithm that requires only O(n2)operations and O(n) storage due to the special structure of the system matrix.For this end, we have to choose an even number n of collocation points.We search for the values of the approximate solution un of (2.5) in the Chebyshevnodes of rst kind xkn = cos 2k   12n , k = 1; : : : ; n, that is, the zeros of Tn(x).Therefore, since n is even, none of these nodes coincides with one of the collocationpoints x'jn. We now write the weighted polynomial un in the formun(x) = '(x)wn(x) = '(x) nXk=1 knlkn(x); (9.1)wherelkn(x) = Tn(x)(x  xkn)T 0n(xkn) 22
is the k-th fundamental polynomial of Lagrange interpolation with respect to thenodes xkn. Letkn = 1  x2kni n :Then we have (using the Gaussian rule with respect to (x))1i Z 1 1 '(t)wn(t) dt = 1i Z 1 1(1  t2)wn(t)(t) dt = nXk=1knwn(xkn)if wn is a polynomial of degree less than 2n  2.Let us consider now the action of the operator S on a weighted polynomial of theform (9.1). Let x 6= xkn for all k = 1; : : : ; n : Then(S'wn)(x) = wn(x)(S')(x) + 1i Z 1 1 wn(t)  wn(x)t   x '(t) dt (9.2)= wn(x)(S')(x) + nXk=1kn kn   wn(x)xkn   x ;where kn = wn(xkn). Obviously, this formula still holds if wn is a polynomial ofdegree 2n  2. Thus, if we put wn = Tn and note that Tn(xkn) = 0, (9.2) yields%n(x) := (S'Tn)(x) = Tn(x) "(S')(x)  nXk=1 knxkn   x# :Note that kn = %(xkn)T 0n(xkn) : Using the latter relation, we obtain that (9.2) equals(S'wn)(x) = nXk=1kn kxkn   x + wn(x)%n(x)Tn(x) :Now we can write down equation (2.5) in the forma(x'jn)'(x'jn)wn(x'jn) + b(x'jn)(S'wn)(x'jn)= nXk=1 akej   bjck   dj 1T 0n(xkn) kn = f(x'jn);whereak = knT 0n(xkn) = %n(xkn);bj = b(x'jn)%n(x'jn) + a(x'jn)'(x'jn)Tn(x'jn);ck = xkn; dj = x'jn; ej = b(x'jn):23
Note that%n = S'Tn = 12S'(Un   Un 2) = i2(Tn+1   Tn 1):In the following we will show how to solve eciently a system of linear equationswith a Lowner-like matrix An = (ajk)nj;k=1, whereajk = akej   bjck   dj : (9.3)Having solved this system, we only have to multiply its solution by the diagonalmatrix diag (T 0n(xkn))nk=1 to obtain the kn. We assume that An is stronglyregular, that means all sections Am = (ajk)mj;k=1 are invertible for m = 1; : : : ; n.The fast algorithm is essentially based on the following two lemmata (comp.Heinig & Rost [7]).Lemma 9.1 Let An = (ajk)nj;k=1 be regular, and let xn 1 = (xn 1k )n 1k=1 andxn 10 = (xn 10k )n 1k=1 be solutions ofAn 1xn 1 = (fj)n 1j=1 and An 1xn 10 = (ajn)n 1j=1 :Then the solution xn of Anxn = (fj)nj=1 is given byxn =  xn 10 !+ nn xn 10 1 !;wheren = fn   n 1Xk=1 ankxn 1k ; n = n 1Xk=1 ankxn 10k   ann:(Note that the regularity of An implies n 6= 0.) The special structure of thematrix (9.3) allows to determine the vectors xm0 recursively from the solutionsxm1 , xm2 of the fundamental equationsAmxm1 = (ej)mj=1 and Amxm2 = ( bj)mj=1:Lemma 9.2 (cf. [2], Equ. (2.31)) For m = 1; : : : ; n  1 letm1 = 1  mXk=1 am+1   akcm+1   ck xm1k; m2 = am+1 + mXk=1 am+1   akcm+1   ck xm2k;and m = m1 "1 + mXk=1 xm2kcm+1   ck # + m2 mXk=1 xm1kcm+1   ck :Thenxm0k = m2xm1k + m1xm2km(cm+1   ck) ; k = 1; : : : ; m:Now we can alternately apply Lemma 9.1 and Lemma 9.2 to obtain the followingalgorithm: 24
 Put x11 := f1=a11, x101 := a12=a11, x111 := e1=a11, x121 :=  b1=a11 FOR m := 2 TO n  1 DO{ Compute xm, xm1 , xm2 from xm 1, xm 11 and xm 12 by Lemma 9.1{ Compute xm0 from xm1 and xm2 by Lemma 9.2 Compute xn by Lemma 9.1In the following we present some numerical results for the collocation method. Atrst, we consider three examples for the coecients a(x) and b(x) with varioussolutions u of the original equation (1.1) and of dierent smoothness in order toverify the assertion of Theorem 8.3.(A) a(x) = sgn (x) ; b(x) = ix :(A1) f(x) = x 1 + x ln 1  x2x2 ! ; u(x) = jxj :(A2) f(x) = (1  x) sgn (x) + x ln 1  x1 + x  2x ; u(x) = 1  x :(B) a(x)  2 ; b(x) = i(1  x2) : The assumptions of Theorem 8.3 are fullledfor r = 3 :(B1) f(x) = 2jxj+ x(1  x2) ln 1  x2x2 ; u(x) = jxj :(B2) f(x) = 2(1  x) + 1  x2 (1  x) ln 1  x1 + x   2 ; u(x) = 1  x :(B3) f(x) = (1  x2) 2 + 1  x2 ln 1  x1 + x   2x ! ; u(x) = 1  x2 :Remark that u 2 eL2;s for s < 12 in examples (B1), (B2) and for s < 52 inexample (B3).(C) a(x)  2 ; b(x) = i(1  x2) 32 : Here, in Theorem 8.3, the integer r  0 canbe chosen arbitrarily. Iff(x) = p1  x2 "2jxj+ (1  x2) xp1  x2 ln 1 +p1  x21 +p1  x2   2x !#then u(x) = jxjp1  x2 and u 2 eL2;s for s < 32 :Taking into account Lemma 8.2(b) it is sucient to compute"n;t(un) := kPnu   unkt; =vuutn 1Xk=0(1 + k)2tjkn   k j2in order to check the convergence rate, wherek := hu; euki and kn := hun; euki25
are the Fourier coecients of the exact and the approximate solution, respectively.Using the Gaussian rule with respect to the Chebyshev nodes of rst kind we ndjn = n nXk=1(1  x2kn)knUj(xkn) ; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n  2 ;with kn from (9.1). Furthermore, with the help of the three-term recurrencerelationUj+1(x) = 2xUj(x)  Uj 1(x) ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; (9.4)and Tn+1(x) = 12[Un+1(x)  Un 1(x)] we obtain(1  x2)Un 1(x) = 12[xUn 2(x)  Un 3(x)]  12Tn+1(x)and, consequently,n 1;n = 2n nXk=1[xknUn 2(xkn)  Un 3(xkn)]kn :(Note that Tn+1 is orthogonal with respect to h; i to all polynomials of lowerdegree.) Thus, again by (9.4) and by U0(x) = r 2 ; U1(x) = 2xU0(x) ; we ndthe following algorithm to compute the Fourier coecients of the approximatesolution eectively: Put bk0 = p2n (1  x2kn)kn ; bk1 = 2xknbk0 ; k = 1; : : : ; n : Compute 0n = nXk=1 bk0 ; 1n = nXk=1 bk1 : FOR j=2 TO n-2 DO{ Put bkj = 2xknbk;j 1   bk;j 2 ; k = 1; : : : ; n :{ Compute jn =Pnk=1 bkj : Compute n 1;n = 12 nXk=1 xknbk;n 2   bk;n 31  x2kn :As the following tables show, in all examples we can observe a convergence ratedepending from the smoothness of the solution of the original equation (1.1)although not all examples are covered by Theorem 8.3. We use the notation"n(un) := "n;0(un) : 26
Example (A1)n "n(un) n0:5"n(un)20 0.14450 0.64640 0.10500 0.66460 0.08654 0.67080 0.07530 0.673100 0.06754 0.675500 0.03049 0.6821000 0.02158 0.6823000 0.01247 0.6835000 0.00966 0.683
Example (A2)n "n(un) n0:5"n(un)20 0.27786 1.24340 0.20108 1.27260 0.16543 1.28180 0.14381 1.286100 0.12892 1.289500 0.05807 1.2981000 0.04110 1.3003000 0.02374 1.3005000 0.01839 1.300Example (B1)n "n(un) n0:5"n(un)20 0.12130 0.54240 0.09000 0.56960 0.07476 0.57980 0.06532 0.584100 0.05873 0.587500 0.02674 0.5981000 0.01895 0.5993000 0.01096 0.6005000 0.00849 0.600
Example (B2)n "n(un) n0:5"n(un)20 0.18066 0.80840 0.13050 0.82560 0.10746 0.83280 0.09349 0.836100 0.08386 0.839500 0.03788 0.8471000 0.02682 0.8483000 0.01550 0.8495000 0.01201 0.849Example (B3)n "n(un) n2:5"n(un)20 0.0004078075 0.73040 0.0000813336 0.82360 0.0000307953 0.85980 0.0000153296 0.878100 0.0000088909 0.889500 0.0000001660 0.9281000 0.0000000295 0.9333000 0.0000000019 0.9365000 0.0000000005 0.941
Example (C)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)20 0.00658347 0.58940 0.00240712 0.60960 0.00132479 0.61680 0.00086516 0.619100 0.00062106 0.621500 0.00005611 0.6271000 0.00001986 0.6283000 0.00000383 0.6295000 0.00000178 0.629With the following two examples we show that the condition of the invertibility ofthe operator eA = aI   bS is essential for the stability of the collocation method.(D1) a(x) = 2 +p1  x2 ; b(x) =  ix ;f(x) = jxjp1  x2(2 +p1  x2)  x2  p1  x2 ln 1 +p1  x21 p1  x2   2! ;u(x) = jxjp1  x2 : 27
(D2) a(x) = p1  x2 ; b(x) =  ix ;f(x) = jxj(1  x2)  x2  p1  x2 ln 1 +p1  x21  p1  x2   2! ;u(x) = jxjp1  x2 :In both examples (D1) and (D2) the operator A = aI + bS is invertible in L2 :The operator eA = aI bS is invertible in L2 in example (D1), but not in example(D2). The following tables compare the results for both examples and show theinstabilities in example (D2).Example (D1)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)5000 0.00000189 0.6691116000 0.00000144 0.6691997000 0.00000114 0.6692628000 0.00000094 0.6693109000 0.00000078 0.66934610000 0.00000067 0.66937611000 0.00000058 0.66940012000 0.00000051 0.66942013000 0.00000045 0.66943714000 0.00000040 0.66945215000 0.00000036 0.669464
Example (D2)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)5000 0.00000189 0.6688416000 0.00000144 0.6689747000 0.00000114 0.6690778000 0.00000094 0.6691479000 0.00000079 0.67346010000 0.00000098 0.98073111000 0.00000069 0.79152312000 0.00000055 0.72693413000 0.00000427 6.32554714000 0.00000058 0.95381015000 0.00000036 0.669447The following table shows the behaviour of the algorithm for example (D2) be-tween n = 12000 and n = 14000 in more detail.Example (D2)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)12100 0.00000050 0.67112200 0.00000200 2.69412400 0.00000183 2.52512600 0.00003123 44.17512800 0.00040888 592.12713000 0.00000427 6.32613200 0.00000413 6.27013400 0.00000103 1.59613600 0.00000080 1.26813800 0.00000043 0.70213900 0.00000041 0.670In the following example (D3) both operators A = iS and eA =  iS are notinvertible, and one can observe instabilities.28
(D3) a(x)  0 ; b(x)  i ;f(x) = x  p1  x2 ln 1 +p1  x21  p1  x2   2! ;u(x) = jxjp1  x2 :Example (D3)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)200 0.00074038 2.094300 0.00040362 2.097400 0.00026282 2.1031000 0.00006671 2.1101500 0.00003630 2.1092000 0.00002356 2.1072500 0.00001689 2.1113000 0.00001283 2.1083500 0.00001025 2.1234000 0.00000720 1.8214500 0.00000698 2.106
Example (D3)n "n(un) n1:5"n(un)10300 0.00000493 5.15110310 0.00000199 2.08410320 0.00000502 5.26710330 0.00000218 2.29210340 0.00000204 2.14710350 0.00002361 24.86410360 0.00000190 2.00110370 0.00000128 1.35010380 0.00000230 2.42710390 0.00000179 1.89410400 0.00008048 85.360With our last two examples we want to demonstrate that the approximationmethods investigated in this paper can also be applied in Newton-like methodsfor the numerical solution of nonlinear Cauchy singular integral equations. Forthis aim we consider an equation of the typeF (x; u(x)) + 1 Z 1 1 u(y)y   x dy = 0 (9.5)and look for an approximate solution un(x) of the form (9.1), which satisesF (x'jn; un(x'jn)) + 1 Z 1 1 un(y)y   x'jn dy = 0 ; j = 1; : : : ; n : (9.6)The solution of (9.6) is approximated by fu(m)n g 1m=0  im Pn ; where u(m+1)n =u(m)n + v(m)n andFu(x'jn; u(m)n (x'jn))v(m)n (x'jn) + 1 Z 1 1 v(m)n (y)y   x'jn dy=  F (x'jn; u(m)n (x'jn))  1 Z 1 1 u(m)n (y)y   x'jn dy ; j = 1; : : : ; n :Remark that the last system of equations is of type (2.5). Let us consider theexamples(E1) F (x; u) = (3 + x)u2   (1  x) (3 + x)(1  x) + 1 ln 1  x1 + x+ 2and 29
(E2) F (x; u) = (3 + x)u2   (1  x2) (3 + x)(1  x2) + 1 ln 1  x1 + x + 2xwith u(x) = 1  x and u(x) = jxjp1  x2 as the solution of (9.5), respectively.The following tables show the values u(8)n (x'jn) respective u(7)n (x'jn) in comparisonwith u(x'jn) for n = 20 ; where the iteration with respect to m was started withu(0)(x)  0:5 and was stopped, when kv(m)n k < 10 5 :Nonlinear SIE (9.5), Example (E1)j u(8)n (x'jn) u(x'jn)1 0.004738 0.0111692 0.044585 0.0444273 0.098166 0.0990314 0.172867 0.1737615 0.267069 0.2669486 0.375692 0.3765107 0.500191 0.5000008 0.633953 0.6346599 0.777670 0.77747910 0.924564 0.925270
j u(8)n (x'jn) u(x'jn)11 1.074944 1.07473012 1.221685 1.22252113 1.365625 1.36534114 1.498809 1.50000015 1.623959 1.62349016 1.730910 1.73305217 1.827287 1.82623918 1.895318 1.90096919 1.959763 1.95557320 1.944654 1.988831Nonlinear SIE (9.5), Example (E2)j u(7)n (x'jn) u(x'jn)1 0.021202 0.0222142 0.087643 0.0868813 0.187964 0.1882554 0.317469 0.3173295 0.462583 0.4626356 0.611303 0.6112607 0.749985 0.7500008 0.866549 0.8665269 0.950480 0.95048410 0.994435 0.994415
j u(7)n (x'jn) u(x'jn)11 0.994418 0.99441512 0.950509 0.95048413 0.866538 0.86652614 0.750046 0.75000015 0.611306 0.61126016 0.462769 0.46263517 0.317531 0.31732918 0.188801 0.18825519 0.087618 0.08688120 0.024697 0.022214Acknowledgement. We are grateful to our colleague Katja Muller for theassistance in making available the numerical results.References[1] Berthold, D., Hoppe, W. & Silbermann, B., A fast algorithm for solving thegeneralized airfoil equation, J. Comp. Appl. Math., 43, pp. 185{219, 1992.30
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